Terms & Conditions

Welcome to Cronberry. As a viewer/visitor/user- you are bounded by a few sets of terms and conditions which supervise your relation with us.
Mentioned below are the terms and conditions that apply to you as a user of your site www.cronberry.com.

Other than terms and conditions you will also be liable to adhere to directions and terms which the company would want you to adhere to.
The company owns complete rights to change or modify the terms and conditions at any point of time, you are advised to keep a check on the terms and conditions form time to time on a regular basis.

The following terms of use are:

1. Person using this website or service are bound to agree to the stated terms and conditions. If a user does not agree to the terms and conditions then registration process will not get completed.

2. You are solely responsible for the user-name and password, your account security and for all the activities carried by your account.

3. You shall in no way raise questions regarding our price policy as it is liable to change with due amendments in the government schemes and policies.

4. A user must complete the registration process with complete updated and accurate information. In case of failure to provide accurate and complete information, the contract shall be terminated.

5. It is the right of the recipient to know the identity of the sender and this will be disclosed on request of the recipient.
6. **We assure you that the data shared by you is secured at our end and will never be shared with any third party.**

7. All the configurations of sms/email/firebase etc are third party services and Cronberry does not hold any liability of their pricing, behaviours and success/fail ratio etc.

The above mentioned conditions cover the agreement between the user and Cronberry.

**Contact Information**

In case of any query, request or order please feel free to contact us at our corporate address:

Maaruji Technologies  
Suite # T-2, fourth Floor, Tirthraj Apartments, Jacob Road, Civil Lines, Jaipur, Rajasthan - 302006, INDIA